Welcome to the Central SC region,
Our organization is proud to share with you the benefits and value of this wonderful region we have
proudly served for more than 20 years.
We, the Central South Carolina Alliance (CSCA), a not-for-profit 501(c)(3) public/private partnership,
represent nine counties and the state’s capital city of Columbia in the central part of South
Carolina. These entities - Calhoun, Clarendon, Fairfield, Kershaw, Lexington, McCormick, Newberry,
Orangeburg, and Richland counties, and the City of Columbia - are outfitted with abundant
resources to help various industries grow and thrive.
Sites and buildings in the Central SC region are exceptional, ranging from small to large. If you are
looking for an existing building, a newly constructed building you can make your own, or a build-tosuit on a green field site, we have the product.
Our region and this state are pro-business, and we want your business to grow. Incentives are
available on the state and local levels, making your transition seamless.
With a flexible and skilled workforce, employee training programs built to suit your needs, and
a higher education system steadily ranked among the best in the US, the Central SC region has
the capacity to supply workers for small, large, industrial, commercial, and nearly any variety of
business out there.
Life in the Central SC region is full of excitement and opportunities to explore. Our rich history,
mixed cultural values, beautiful scenic locations, and Southern hospitality create an environment
where individuals, families, and businesses flourish.
We invite you to learn more about this vibrant region. We stand ready to assist your company in
exploring the expansive opportunities Central SC has to offer. Our experienced team can help you
navigate the site selection process, incentive negotiation, project management, and more. Contact
us by phone or email: David King, VP, Marketing, +1 803 733 1151, dking@centralsc.org.
Thank you,
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